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Quasi-free States and Automorphisms of the CCR-Algebra

M.Fannes*
Instituut voor Theoretische Natuurkunde, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract. We show that any automorphism of the CCR algebra, leaving the
quasi-free states globally invariant, is monoparticular.

1. Introduction

The analogous problem for infinite Fermi systems has been studied in two recent
papers. In [2] Hugenholtz and Kadison assume that the gauge invariant quasi-
free states are globally invariant under the action of an automorphism whereas
in [6] Wolfe treats also the situation where all quasi-free states are globally
invariant. The conclusion that the automorphism is monoparticular is reached
by completely different methods.

The method used in this paper seems again to be quite different from those
used in [2] and [6]. The main idea is to introduce an order relation in the set of
quasi-free states. We say that ω 1 ^ ω 2 if ω1^yω2 for some yelR; ^ defines an
ordering because of the exponential character of the quasi-free states.

The main use of ̂  is to show that adding scalars to the fields αω( ) and α*( )
in the representation of a given quasi-free state ω corresponds to the same kind of
transformation for the fields αωoα( ) and α*oα( ), where α denotes the automor-
phism in question.

2. Preliminaries [3-5]

Let J f be a separable (possibly finite dimensional) Hubert space over C with inner
product ( I ) (antilinear in the first component) and H its underlying real Hubert
space. H=Jf as a set and the inner product < | > of H is given by

φ,ψeH.
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Define the bounded linear operator J on H by

Jφ = iφ

then J2 = — i and J* = — J. We need also the nondegenerate symplectic form
σ( I ) on H given by

The CCR-algebra Δ(H, σ) is the C*-algebra obtained by completing the
*-algebra Spa.n{δψ\ψeH}. The elements δψ satisfy the "WeyΓ-relations:

-lσ(Ψ\φ)

(δψr = δ_ψ ψeH.

A(H, σ) is a simple, non-separable, C*-algebra.
For φeH one defines an automorphism τφ of Δ(H, σ) by

and one has

A Te^(iί) such that J*T*JT=TJ*T*J = t (equivalently σ(Tφ\ Tψ) = σ(φ\ψ)
φ,ψGH) is called a Bogoliubov transformation and it defines an automorphism
α τ of A(H, σ) by:

The quasi-free automorphisms of A(H, σ) are those of the form τφ°oίτ where φeH
and Γ is a Bogoliubov transformation.

The quasi-free states ω{Aίφ), AeQ and φeH, on zl(H, σ) are defined by the
formula

^ ^ ψeH,

where

Q={Ae@(H)\A^0 and 4 " ^

^ s ωu,^) = ωu,o)°τJ</)> ω(A,φ) i s P u r e iff ωu,o) i s P u r e a n d this is the case iff ^ ^
and A~1 = J*AJ. The pure states ω(A0) are also called Fock-states.

3. A Partial Order Relation on the Quasi-free States

Definition3.1. Given ^ ^ ^ δ a n d φ1,φ2εH, we write

if there exists a yelR such that
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Proposition 3.2. i) ωUuφί)^ ω{Aliφl) implies A1<LA2andφ1- φ2e[_(A2 -Aγ)H~\"
ii) ^ defines a partial ordering on the set of quasi-free states.

Proof, i) Let yeR be such that

We then also have

ω{A1,φ1-φ2)~ω(Aί,φί)
oτJ*φ2

We prove now that ω U l ψ ) ^ y ω ( y 4 2 0 ) implies

A1<^A2 and ψe[(A2-A1)HY .

For any non-zero θeH the function

is a continuous function of positive type on the group (1R, -f). By Bochner's
theorem its Fourier transform

V k2 1
y <Aθ\eyJCΓTQ

c

<A2θ\θ>*e

is positive.
This implies

if

\y^(2\y if

and so

and

ii) Reflexivity and transitivity follow immediately from the definition. Anti-
symmetry is an immediate consequence of i). •

It seems to be quite difficult in general to translate the partial ordening on
the states ωiAtφ) in terms of A and φ. However, if we restrict to classes of states
ω(A,Φ) where A "belongs" to a fixed "gauge" this can be done.

Let AEQ and define an inner product (-l ^ o n H b y

If J*A = KA\A\A is the polar decomposition of J*A with respect to <• | }A one
shows that JKA defines a Fock state, [KA, \A\A~\=0 and \A\A<£At. Furthermore
{etKΛ I £elR} is a group of Bogoliubov transformations on H and the corresponding
group of automorphisms on A(H, σ) is called the gauge-group corresponding to
KA. An operator BeQ is said to belong to the gauge KA iff ω(B0) is invariant under
the corresponding gauge-group. Equivalently BEQ belongs to the gauge KA

iff the polar decomposition of J*J3 with respect to <• | >B is of the form

J*B = KA\B\B [5 ] .

We first prove two lemma's.
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that:
i) ^ is a complex separable Hubert space.

ii) A is a (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint linear operator on Jf7 such that
A

iii) ΩeJf, ||Ω|| = 1 and EΩ is the orthogonal projection operator on CΩ.
Then, there exists a yeWL such that EΩ^ye~A iff ΩeΌom{ea/2)A).

Proof 1. Suppose that Ω e D o n φ ( 1 / 2 M ) ; we show that y=\\e(l/2)AΩ\\2 is a good
choice:

FovψeJf:

= Ke-AI2ψ\eA/2Ω}\2

S\\eA/2Ω\\2<e'Λxp\ψy

= y<e~Λψ\ψy.

2. Conversely suppose that EΩ^ye~A. Define for φeDom(e{ll2)A)

/( ) is a linear functional and

=y\\Φ\\2.

Hence

< Ω | e ( 1 / 2 ) ^ > = <χ|(/>> φeΌom(e{ί/2)A)

and so

ΩeDom(e{ll2)A). D

In the next lemma we compute some estimates for the one boson case: H = IR2.
If {</>, Jφ} is an orthonormal basis for H we denote by δpq the element

Lemma 3.4. Consider zl(IR2, σ) and, using the same notation as above, the states

and

where λ,μeIR, 0^aί<a29 aί9 a2

Then ω^ω2 and the least yelR such that ωί^yω2 satisfies

^ I n y ^ x{a2-a x + —
2 a2 — a1
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By Lemma4.4 (*) can only be satisfied if λ-+(oc2(A, λφ + φo)\ψ}, ψeH is affine
and so if λ->oι2(A9 λφ + φ0) is affine or:

a2(A9 λφ + φ0) = cc2(A, φ0) + λ{oc2(A, φ + φ0)-<x2(A, φ0)} . (1)

Substituting (1) in (*), performing the integral and equation both sides we get

α2(Λ φo) = (x2(A + kφ(g)φ, φ0) (2)

cc^A) + k(a2(A, φ + φ0)- oc2(A, φo))®((x2{A, φ + φ0)- a2(A, φ0))

= ocί(A + kφ®φ). (3)

As the right hand side of (3) is independent of φ0

a2(A,φ + φ0)-(x2(A, φo) = (x2(A, φ)-ot2(A9 0)

or:

, φ)-OL2(A9 0)] + [ α 2 μ , φ0)-a2(A9

Hence the mapping:

TA:φeH-xx2(A,φ)-oί2(A,O)eH

is linear and bounded by Remark 4.2 ii).

Let A, BEQ then A + BEQ. Using Equation (2) for the case φo^O and again
Remark 4.2ii) we find:

Using this (2) reads:

Using again the same argument as above one has

TA=TB=T0 A, BEQ.

Finally (3) becomes

<xί(A) + kTo(φ(g)φ)T(? = ocί(A + kφ(g)φ) fc^O φsH

and this implies that there exists a CeύSffl) such that

By the same argument as above one gets

C(A) = C(B) = C0 A, BEQ

and so

aι(A)=T0AT0* + C0 AEQ.

We show that C o = 0.
First of all C o ^ 0 ; indeed since oί1(A)eQ one has

0 AEQ.
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Observing as in Proposition 3.2i) that (yω2 — ω1) (•) is a function of positi
type on the group

{δ a tμ I reR)

and using again Bochner's theorem we have that

y -ττ£π i -

is non-negative. Therefore

and so

2 l + α2 α2 —«i

Theorem 3.5. Lei Λ BeQ belong to the same gauge K and let φ,ψeH. ωiAtφ)^
ω{Bψ)<r+i) A^B; ii) B — A is trace class on H; iii) φ — ψeDom(((B — A)\[{B_A)H])~^).

Proof. As there exists a Bogoliubov transformation mapping J*K into J * J ( = 1)
and as the statement of the theorem remains unchanged by performing such
a transformation we may suppose K = J. We can also assume, without loss of
generality, that ψ = 0.
(<-) Since AeQ and [A,J]=0,i^A^B. Consider now the states

and

It is sufficient to show that ω^ω2 as by multiplying ωί and ω2 by the positive
type function

we will have

ω(A,φ)^ωiB,o)

By ii) and [{B — A)9J]=0 there exists an orthonormal basis {φi,Jφι,<l>2>
Jφ2,...} of H such that

(B-A)φk = otkφk αkeIR+ fc=l,2,...

and
00

Σ α f c < c o . (*)
fc=l
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Let
00

Φ= Σ (λkΦk+μkJΦk) Λ
fc=l

then by iii):

Σ
°° λk +μk——<oo.

k= 1 αfc

For n = 1,2,... let

61

(**)

where

Hk = Spaa{φk9Jφk}.

As we have

JHk=Hk,JHk = Hk fc=l,2,...

and as the algebras zl(#fc, σ|Hk) and A(Hk, σ\H*) are simple we have

Δ(H, σ)=((g) Δ(Hk, σ|fl
\

= [®Δk\®Δ\
\k=l

Now

k=l

and the same holds for ω 2 .
Using Lemma 3.4 we get that

and

Using (*) and (**) we therefore have

n

lim Π

and so ωλ ^
(->) Let yeRbe such that co{Aiφ)^yωiBi0). Proposition 3.2 gives us condition i)

and also φe[_{B-A)Hγ.
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Multiplying ω{Afφ) and ω{B0) by the positive type function

Q_>e-ϊ<(\\A\\-A)θ\θ>

we get ωj ̂ y ω 2 , where

ωi(δθ) =

and

Let ^ = {1,2, . . . | d i m i ί } and let (Hn)neS> be an increasing sequence of sub-
spaces of H, exhausting H and such that

dimHn = 2n

JHn = Hn.

For ne@ define an operator Cn as

<C l l,θ,χ>

then:

Write also

φ = φn + φ\ φneHn φn = HQHn.

Restricting the inequality ωi^yω2 to the subalgebra Spa.n{δθ\θeHn} of zl(/ί, σ)
we get ωΊ^yω2 where ω" and ω2 are the states ω ( M i l l f ί φ ) and ω ( C 0 ) on

Performing the spectral decomposition of Cn and using again as in («
Lemma 3.4 we get

1 T r H n ( B -

Taking the limit with respect to n we see that

Tr(B-,4)<oo

and

φeΌom(((B-A)\[{B_A)H]-y-). D

4. Automorphisms Leaving the Quasi-free States Globally Invariant

From now on we will assume that:

4Λ. α is an automorphism of Δ(H, σ) such that its transpose maps the quasi-
free states on A(H9 σ) into themselves. We use the following notation:

ω{A,φ)oκ = ω{(XιiA,φ),a2{A,φ)) AeQ, φeH.
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Remark 4.2. If α satisfies 4.1 then
i) (A, <£)->(α1t4, φ\ cc2(A, φ)) is injective;

ii) (A9φ)-+(oιί(A,φ)9θL2(A,φ)) is continuous with respect to weak operator
convergence on Hx weak convergence on H.

Proof, i) is immediate.
ii) Since any xeA(H, σ) can be approximated in norm by a finite linear

combination of elements δψ, ψeH, and since

it follows that

XV*

ω{Aλ,φλ)
 >ω{A,φ)

iff

Aλ-*>A and φλ^φ.

It is then sufficient to remark that ωΛ°α - ^ ω°α is equivalent with ωλ - ^ ω. D

Lemma 4.3. Let a satisfy 4.1. Then for any AeQ and φeH

α1μ,Φ) = α1μ,0)=.α1μ).

Proof. Let K be the gauge corresponding to A and define

where Eψ is the projection operator on ΊRψ. For λ^O A + λCeQ and belongs to
the same gauge as A. Applying Theorem 3.5 we therefore have for 0<λ1<λ2

,O)^>ω(A + λ2C,φ)

So, after applying α:

ιC,0),a2(A + λiC,O)^(ω(aί(A + λ2C,φ),0L2{A + λ2C,φ)) •

Then by Proposition 3.2i)

Taking now the limit λ2 j λί 10 and using Remark 4.2ii) we get

Lemma 4.4. Suppose that λeΊR-+f(λ)eΨ. is continuous and

W e R .
IR

Then either f(λ) = λor f(λ) =-λ.

Proof. One has

and so:

J dλe~λ2eίtf{λ)= \dλe-χ2eitλ VίeR. (*)
R R
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Consider the Hubert space j f = i? 2(R, e~χ2dx). For n e N choose α ^ C , ί ^ R
Ϊ = 1 . . . H , then by (*):

n

Σ «Λ
7 = 1

Since {Λ,-»eίίΛ|ίeR} is a total set in Jf, the mapping Uf:φ-+φ f extends to a
isometry on Jf. This implies that / is one to one. By (*) the range of/ is the whole
of R Indeed if ] x l 5 x 2 [ C R \ R a n / choose a non-zero positive function x->ft(x)e
JS? X (R, dx) such that suppftc]xi, x 2 [ and such that fte JSf X(R, dx) (where ft denotes
the Fourier transform of ft). Using (*) one gets:

0 =
R

This implies that L/j is a unitary and so

\dλe-λlg{f{λ))= \ dλe-λ2g(λ) geJ?\K, e~χ2dx).
R R

Clearly / has to be absolutely continuous. One has either

/(+oo) = oo or / ( + o o ) = — o o .

In the first case one gets

or
+ 00 +00

j e~s2ds= f e~s2ds

and so

In the second case one gets f(λ) = — λ. D

Theorem 4.5. // α satisfies 4.1 then a is a quasi-free automorphism.

Proof. We use the notation φ®ψ,φ,ψeH to denote the operator χeH->
(φ\χ}ψ€H. For fc>0, φ, φosH and AeQ one has

(πfc)"1/2 $dλe-λ2/kωiAM + φo) = ωiA + kφ®φ,φo).
R

Applying this on elements α(x), xeA(H, σ) and using Lemma4.3 we get:

(π/c) J dλe
R

Let ipef/ and evaluate both sides on δ ί v , ί e R
/π^\-l/2 Γ
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By Lemma4.4 (*) can only be satisfied if λ-+(ot2(A,λφ + φ0)\ψy, ψeH is affine
and so if λ-xx2(A, λφ + φ0) is affine or:

oc2(A, λφ + φ0) = oc2(A, φ0) + λ{a2(A, φ + φo)- cc2(A, φ0)}. (1)

Substituting (1) in (*), performing the integral and equation both sides we get

<x2(A9 φQ) = oc2(A + kφ®φ, φΌ) (2)

o)-oc2(A, φo))®{a2{A, φ + φ0)-<*2(A, φ0))

(3)

As the right hand side of (3) is independent of φ0

o)-~ oc2{A, φo) = cc2{A, φ) - u2(A, 0)

or:

= [α 2 μ, φ) - α 2 μ , 0)] + [ α 2 μ , φ0) - α 2 μ , 0)] φ, φ0 e H.

Hence the mapping:

TΛ:φeH^0L2(A9φ)-0L2(A90)eH

is linear and bounded by Remark 4.2 ii).
Let A, BeQ then A + BeQ. Using Equation (2) for the case φo=0 and again

Remark 4.2ii) we find:

OL2{A, 0) = α 2 μ + B, 0) = α2(B, 0) =

Using this (2) reads:

TAΨ=TA + kφ®φψ xpeH.

Using again the same argument as above one has

TA=TB=T0 A9BeQ.

Finally (3) becomes

aί(A) + kT0(φ®φ)T* = (x1(A + kφ®φ) k^O φeH

and this implies that there exists a Ce&(Jίf) such that

By the same argument as above one gets

C(A) = C(B) = C0 A, BeQ

and so

α i μ)=To^To* + Co AeQ.

We show that Co = 0.
First of all C o ^ 0 ; indeed since aΐ(A)eQ one has

0 AeQ.
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Clearly CQ = C%. Suppose that there is a ΘeH such that <Coθ|β><0. It is always
possible to choose an AeQ such that (T0*θ\AT<?θy< -j(Coθ\θ), but this
contradicts the positivity of T0AT£ + C0.

We prove now that C o ^0. Let ΘeH. Since the convex combinations of quasi-
free states are weakly dense in the set of all states on A(H, σ) and since α is an
automorphism one has:

sup Σ w«(«<«.>:

= sup ΣV

and so Co ̂  0.
We conclude that, as for AEQ, φeH

oc2(A9 ) = To

α is a quasi-free automorphism. •
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